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Systematic Torture Threatens Thousands
 The Case of Yahya Ka’Ka

Documented by SNHR

An urgent humanitarian appealfor student Yahya Ka’Ka
Date of incident: Saturday, 29/09/2012
Name: Yahya Ka’Ka
Date of birth: 1991
Father’s name: Hassan 
Mother’s name:Ghada

A third year university student, studying mechanical engineering in Aleppo University.
He was arrested at a Syrian regime army division which is situated at AlJandoul roundabout at 
the northern entrance of Aleppo University.
The Syrian network for human rights states that the detainee Yahya Ka’ka is subjected to a vio-
lent daily torture in a continuous manner for more than 14 hours, the Syrian network of human 
rights also documented the death of the brother of the detainee; Ahmad Hassan Ka’ka, who 
was killed under torture in an air intelligence branch. Both brothers were arrested together on 
the same day and they were both subjected to all type of brutal torture, one of them was killed 
and the others life, Yahya, is in severe danger.
The citizen holds the Syrian nationality and no Arabian or international human rights organisa-
tion has taken any action yet towards him.

The following link shows a picture of the detainee Yahya on the left of the photograph and his 
brother, the martyr AbdulGhani on the right.
The detainee Yahya Ka’Ka is standing on the left of the picture whilst his younger brother, Ab-
dulGhani Ka’ka, is standing on the right, who was killed by the Syrian regimes forces in Salah 
AlDeen Neighbourhood on 4/05/2012 when he went out to protest on that day.

The Syrian network for human rights believes that the Syrian government are responsible for 
the life of Yahya Ka’ka and demands the international community to take immediate action to 
reveal the fate of thousands of detainees, many of whom are losing their lives on a daily basis 
under severe torture which humanity has not witnessed anything similar to, to this day. This 
torture is committed by a regime that has no value for the ethical and humanitarian standards 
of the detainees, amid the absence of an international humanitarian order which is not taking 
its legal responsibility or abiding by its roles towards what the detainees are facing inside the 
prisons of the Syrian regime.
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